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You are asked to take many deep breaths and to allow with sighs of relief the
remnants of the old energies to be fully released from your beings, for you have been
engaged in a cleansing process to allow all that is distorted, old and outdated to
surface and to be clearly seen and known … and able to be walked beyond and left
behind.
If you will breathe deeply, opening your columns of light, connecting both with the
heavenly realms and with the core of the crystal heart of Gaia, offering up now all of
the struggle of the old, the initiations through which you have walked … that you may
accept as your own the concept of wholeness within which you now sit … offering all
the old and ancient skins of your being that these may be released from you … that
you may allow the new to arrive. For in this year you have been shedding the ancient
onion skins which hold the records of the akasha of the deepest soul memories of
humanity. As workers of the light you have been called to release the deepest of the
patterns you have been holding on behalf of humanity, pulling all inexorably to the
light with you.
You are honoured for this role and held in such high regard by all of your Family of
Light, for you have laboured long and diligently to clear yourselves of all of the
dualities which you have apportioned among yourselves that all of humanity may
share in this release.
There is great joy and celebration as we observe the new diamond like clarity which
many already embody, and the new peace which shines from you. For as you leave
the old behind you rise to new frequencies of peace and of ability to manifest all that
you wish to co-create.
And so, for some of you already there is new found
empowerment and total knowledge of your ability to create and to manifest. And
wherever you walk you share this empowerment and this raising of the frequencies.
You walk within a bubble of great light which radiates out in every direction, and your
new-found peace and quiet joy lifts all around you.
And for others who are close to finding the deepest of peace which follows major
initiations, these ones are held by the successes of those who have preceded them,
sharing in the raising of new levels of integrity and truth, of self-love and knowledge
of self. And others follow, at the point of stepping beyond the old and into the
bravery that is required to fully leave all that is known but which no longer serves …
stepping into the brave new world of self love and acting upon the deepest of heart
dreams.
Each of you is held in the arms of angels who hasten now to cocoon you with soft
love, to tenderly stroke your brows and to soften their wings through your hair, to
tenderly stroke your arms and legs, shedding the old, brushing away the remnants of
struggle and of pain, of torment, confusion, heartbreak, doubt and fear, of anger and
of hopelessness. Open your arms and give over to the angels who surround you, in
the front of you and behind you, at your left and your right, above you and below you
… give over to the angels all that is left of the old, the patterns which do not serve
you, the worries of the future, the issues of physical existence and of survival, the
relationships which challenge and sadden and anger and confuse you, the irritations
and conflicts with loved ones, family and friends, workmates and neighbours. Hand to
the angels the old betrayals you have experienced from loved ones, those who have

let you down and hurt and saddened you. Hand over the pain, the regret, the anger
and betrayal. Let it all go. All the hurt and sadness and fear. The old incidents which
are caught and stuck in your memory, unable to be moved beyond for the daggers of
pain they have left. The wounds others have inflicted upon you, beyond which you
have been unable to let go and to fully forgive … hand these to the angels, the
deepest hurts and wounds and griefs.
Allow the planetary alignments to be the instruments of healing and of
transformation, for this is their purpose. It is necessary only that you are willing to
surrender and to release all that no longer serves you as the angels cleanse your
energy body and your physical being to completely release all of the old, to allow the
new to arrive … as you continue to offer up all of the struggle of the old, offering up
both the initiations behind you and those still to come within the old paradigm …
offering up all for release … that you may accept as your own the concept of
wholeness within which you now sit … offering all the old and ancient skins of your
being that these be released from you.
And as you surrender totally the old that no longer serves you so that you may totally
and fully embody the new diamond-like clarity of your crystal light body, this is that
which occurs, the shedding of the old bodies of light and the stepping forward with
arms outstretched to pull to you the new which awaits, that shining and dancing
garment of light which is your new wholeness. Shrugging off with the assistance of
the angels the old bodies of light and with arms outstretched welcoming the new.
Breathing deeply and surrendering to this process, totally walking from the memories
of the old, of the struggles and lacks and fears and doubts … totally stepping from
these bodies of ancient times, and fully surrendering yourself into the totality of your
existence of light and of love, accepting your diamond body of light as all is
restructured, recalibrated and aligned. Many symphonies of angels surround you and
with soaring tones and melodic harmonies of sacred geometries they restructure and
restrand, repattern, restore and align your diamond bodies of light.
You will see in this coming year the clearance of all that has saddened you in lack and
in tiredness, for you will move with great ease now, able to accept all that comes to
you, for you have successfully risen to heightened vibrations. Your diamond body of
light brings to you new clarity and of knowing of that which brings you joy and
fulfillment, satisfaction and ease … and in this knowledge, this is what comes to you.
And so you will create in this coming time from your intent, wholly from your intent
and so you will be in joy, totally, for this is your own creation and you have
successfully risen above the old energies of struggle.
Surrender yourself now from the fear consciousness and grid of fear of the collective
so that you may rise above this also and so step above any chaos and confusion and
fear. Step above this reality of the fear based grid, and know that you are whole and
complete, at peace and in joy and fulfillment. Separate yourself from the fear and
know that in your wholeness, only wholeness will be embodied.
I Am Lady Nada with Astrea Aurora.
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